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Parasites are the third leading cause of death in reptiles - use this timely guide to understand the

symptoms of external parasites (like ticks and mites) and internal ones. Full of helpful lists and

charts for the responsible herp keeper.
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This is a great book but I do wish there were more species-specific pictures of parasite ova (eggs).

Some of the parasite eggs are quite ambiguous although this just might be an issue with the

state-of-the-field. I do wish there were more and updated treatment suggestions for some of the

parasites. Some, like coccidia, are generally treated with 1-2 treatments of newer coccidiacidal

meds like Baycox rather than extended courses like albon. There is a bit of ego inherent in Roger's

writing that I also found a little obvious and that caught me off-guard.

This book was perfect for me. I recently discovered issues with parasites in my reptiles. After

purchasing this book my understanding of parasites and the treatment of these creatures grew

incredibly. The recommended drugs table is one of the best features inside. Not only will this book

help you identify parasites in but it list primary and even some secondary medications to use.

Explanations of how these medications work and their dosages are given as well. This is a good

book for anyone wanting to learn more about treating parasites in reptiles. The only thing that is



missing is the life cycles of the parasites mentioned. However some parasite life cycles aren't

completely understood be science.

The book has many colorful, detailed, relevant, and described photos, tables, and texts of the

different internal and external parasites, their consequential pathology, and appropriate drugs with

doses. It is a must for any reptile veterinarian and a good way for clients to "double check" their

exotic vet. It would be helpful to any herp owner in understanding but probably not for curing any

parasitic problems because most parasites require treatment with prescribed medication.

It is essential that anyone who keeps reptiles owns this book. It's well written and very informative.

The author went out of his way to make it easy to understand. I am very happy with it and wish all

books were as useful

This is a great resource for home herpers hoping to save some vet costs by identifying their own

reptile parasites.....but doesn't replace vet knowledge completely and treatments would need vet

knowledge as they've changed from what's in the book

Has both accurate pictures and information without being difficult to understand or follow. A new

favorite in my reptile collection.

Very informative guide on little known care of reptiles....

This book is simply GREAT!! The way it's written, the contents, the pictures, everything makes it a

must-have for any reptile owner, your pet or collection will really benefit from it
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